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Abstract

Film has no single fixed and set definitions. It contains many aspects such as literary, dramatic and cinematic aspects. The writer uses the Duchess film as material. This study analyses film through dramatic aspect and uses Sociological Approach for Georgiana’s role. This film tells about the complication of marriage arrangement in noble family. The result of this study shows that Georgiana and Diana have similarities in a marriage life, yet they have differences in behaviors (for example, Diana is active in social charity meanwhile Georgiana loves gambling). The next result is the comparison between social problem in Georgina’s and Diana’s life. It shows that Georgiana must involve in politic because of her marriage with the Duke of Devonshire. Meanwhile, Diana has a passion of doing charity even after she got a divorce from her husband. In brief, Georgiana and Diana have close family relationship. Diana is a great-great-niece of Georgiana, and not everyone knows about it.
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